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To: Trevor Boundy <trevor@boundy39.com>
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From: Tandy Walker [mailto:tandyw@flash.net]
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 7:43 PM
To: Tandy Walker <tandyw@flash.net>
Subject: 64 PT-19 Covering the Rudder with Japanese Tissue

Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer

November 2, 2012
The blue and yellow Esaki Japanese tissue that I ordered from the A2Z Company arrive
Wednesday afternoon. I was told the Esaki Japanese tissue didn’t have very bright colors.
However as you can see below, the colors look pretty good to me.

Larry Kruse suggested that I use isopropyl alcohol as the shrinking medium as it shrinks less that
water and is more controllable. He said to spray above and parallel to the surface you want to
shrink and let the tissue get dampened with the fall-out mist. Larry also said to use a mixture of
25% dope/75% thinner when clear doping the tissue. David Moody said to clear dope the frame
with a couple of coats of 50/50 dope, then sand with 400 grit, just enough to clean the wood up
and make it smooth, then one more coat and lightly sand again with 600 grit. Now you're ready to
cover. I was going to clear dope and sand the frame three times, but I followed David’s suggestion
instead.

I was anxious to try out the Esaki Japanese tissue covering, so I selected the rudder to cover
today. The PT-19’s fin is yellow with a blue fairing at the root as you can see below.
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So this afternoon I covered the rudder with Esaki Japanese tissue and shrunk it with isopropyl
alcohol as per Larry’s instructions. The covering came out almost perfect as you can see below and
the rudder is warp free and flat as a board. However, it has not been clear doped yet. And of
course there is the issue of the red and white rudder striping, which I have not done yet. I still
have not decided whether to use the “Tissucal” striping that came in the kit or not. I have to think
about this for while…………………………Tandy
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Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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